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ABSTRACT 
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The spectrometer described here is designed to measure the rate of 
change of very small concentrations of hydrogen atoms. It has not yet been 
tested with regard to the design objective, and so this report considers de
sign philosophy, operating procedures, and electronic performance only. 
This report is intended as an instruction manual with design philosophy 
emphasized in the event that improvements become necessary. Our spectrom
eter is designed to recover absorption spectra directly, as opposed to the 
customary derivative. The cavity resonator (1420 MHz) is connected in a 
transmission scheme that uses barretter detection. The field modulation 
frequency is 280 Hz; the magnetic field strength is approximately 2 gauss. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

We plan to measure the rate of change of very small concentrations of 
hydrogen atoms. Hydrogen gas temperature is 300 ° C, with the degree of 
disassociation uncertain. Absolute ~ressure is 0.5 torr, corresponding to an 
expected concentration of 109 to 10 1 atoms per cc. The hydrogen is confined 
to a volume with all dimensions greater than 10 cm in order to reduce sur
face-effect errors. 

We intend to make this measurement with an electron-spin-resonance 
(ESR) spectrometer. 1 Commercial units are not suitable because: (a) They 
are designed for liquid samples of very small dimensions. These small di
mensions cause surface -effect errors; (b) Our sample is gas, so the spin 
density is much less than with liquids. The number of spins in the volume 
provided by most spectrorneters would be too small to detect; (c) We wish 
to examine line widths very much narrower than are usually detected; 
(d) We prefer to monitor absorption rather than its derivative, and (e) We 
may operate at 1200°C; the upper limit of most spectrometers is only 300°C. 
In view of the above, we decided to develop our own spectrometer, increasing 
sample dimensions to values consistent with the problem. Such a spectrom
eter offers promise in other experiments involving small concentrations of 
free radicals. 

II. THEORY OF ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE ABSORPTION 

We discuss, ESR absorption only enough to convey a physical picture 
of the mechanism involved and the manner in which the spectrometer must 
excite that mechanism. Referring to Fig. 1, note that an electron spins 
about its axis, creating a magnetic field that can be likened to that from a 
tiny bar magnet. If this spinning electron is subjected to an external mag
netic field (HO) oriented at an angle e, it experiences a force that acts to de
crease the angle e. The spinning electron resists alignment, however, and 
preces ses at a frequency that is related to its gyromagnetic properties and 
to the strength of HO' If this preces sing electron is exposed to a rotating 
magnetic field at right angles to HO (H1 of Fig. 1), one that rotates at the 
precession frequency and in the proper sense, the electron flips over, ab
sorbing energy in the proces s. 

Concerning H1 , we have indicated that it is a rotating field. In 
practice, it is a linearly oscillating field, but it can be considered to be the 
resultant of two components that rotate in opposite directions, 2 as shown in 
Fig. 2. Only one component rotates in the proper direction for imparting 
energy to the precessing electron, however, and so the other component can 
be ignored. 

It should be pointed out that H1 is not always applied at right angles 
to HO' It is sometimes applied parallel to HO' 3 as it is in our experiment. 
The proper directi'on is dictated by quantum mechanics, and it depends upon 
the transition to be detected. Physically, H1 must be in a direction to exert 
a torque that flips the electron. If MF = 0 (e = 90 deg), such a torque pre
vails when H1 parallels HO' 
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Fig. 1. Precession of an electron in a magnetic field, HO. 
Absorption occurs if the electron preces ses at the 
frequency of a rotating field, Hi' applied at right 
angles to HO' as shown. 
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Fig. 2. The resolution of a linearly oscillating field into 
two fields rotating in opposite directions. 
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III. DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 

A. Magnetic Field Strength 

If the sample dimensions are large. field homogeneity requirements 
become stringent. Our spectrometer operates at small field strengths to 
reduce the absolute gradient resulting from a given percentage nonuniformity. 
We intend to operate at approximately 2 gauss, as compared with 3000 gauss 
for many commercial spectrometers. This field is obtained with Helmholtz 
coils, 4 and is therefore relatively uniform. Lesser field strengths also re
duce magnet"'current stabilization requirements. Since regulation and homo
geneity requirements are both relaxed, the overall cost of the magnet and its 
current source can be appreciably less than one of greater field strength. 

B. Microwave Frequency 
, 
The microwave frequency must match the Larmor (precession) fre

quency,5 which is approximately 6 MHz for a free electron exposed to a 2 
gaus s field. The electrons to be detected in this experiment are strongly 
coupled to nuclei, however, which increases their Larmor frequency to . 
approximately 1420 MHz. 3 

C. Cavity Mode 

Since our spectrometer operates at 1420 MHz, it is practical to use 
a cavity resonator as an absorbing cell. Cavity resonators increase the 
density of electromagnetic energy, by a value proportional to their Q, in
creasing sensitivity according!r' 6 Our cavity, a right circular cylinder, is 
excited at the TE 0,1,2 mode because: 

(a) Cavity volume is greater for this mode than for the normal modes. 8 
Assuming that spin density remains constant, a greater volume confines more 
spins, and therefore improves the signal-to-noise ratio. 

(b) Currents at the cavity walls are circular and in such direction that there 
is little interchange of current between the cylinder and the end plates (see 
Fig. 3). This permits us to make the cavity length adjustable without re
ducing its Q appreciably. An adjustable cavity permits us to accommodate 
experiments on free radicals such as bromine. 

(c) We caI:l introduce the gas through apertures at either end plate with less 
field perturbation than would occur with some modes. 9 Currents at the end 
plates are circular, and they are not disrupted by a small discontinuity at 
radii where current density is low. 
(d) The electric field is zero along the cavity axis, which permits us to in- ,;" 

sert a heating element there with minimum. reduction in Q. The heating ele-
ment would be used for disassociation, but alternative methods are being con
sidered. 

(e) Resonator losses in this mode are very low, which compensates for 
other losses, such as those due to the adjustable end plate or to an internal 
heating element. 

D. Reflection vs Transmission Schemes 

Cavity resonators are usually connected in one of two basic schemes, 
transmission or reflection6 (see Fig. 4). If connected as a transmission 
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Fig. 3. Cavity resonator, illustrating the direction of 
circulating currents induced in its walls when 
excited at the TE 0, i. 2 mode. There is little 
interchange of current between the cylinder and the 
two end plates from which the cavity is formed . 
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Fig. 4. Simplified block diagrams, illustrating the basic 
differences between transmission and reflection 
schemes. 
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res onator, the cavity conducts microwave energy, the amount being modified 
by sample absorption at resonance. If used as a reflection resonator, the 
cavity is connected to one leg of a microwave bridge, the bridge being ad
justed so that the detector responds to energy reflected from the cavity. 
Most spectrometers use a reflection scheme because these are generally 
more sensitive than transmission types; i. e., they can detect fewer spins. 
We chose a transmis sion scheme instead because: 
(a) We excite the Helmholtz coils with alternating current only (see Sect. V.B). 

The modulated field resulting induces eddy currents in the cavity walls that 
attenuate the magnetic field penetrating the cavity. The attenuation is pro
portional to frequency, 10 which limits the modulation frequency to a low value. 
When the modulation frequency is low, the sensitivity of transmission schemes 
using square-law detectors approaches that of reflection schemes using linear 
detectors. 6 

(b) Transmission schemes do not require a special adjustment to ensure that 
they respond to the absorption component of susceptibility. 11 

E. Detector Choice vs Modulation Frequency 

Conventional lock-in techniques 12 are used to detect the absorption 
changes which are generally small in relation to the ambient noise level. 
Much of this noise is due to microwave amplitude changes. The effect of 
these changes can be reduced by using field modulation, 13 a technique applied 
in our spectrometer. 

Assuming field modulation, let us turn our attention to frequency. 
Some spectrometers modulate at a high frequency (100 kHz typical) in order 
to minimize 1/f noise generated by the crystal detector. 14 If the sample 
line width is very narrow, different techniques are used. For example, the 
modulation frequency is reduced (to something less than 1000 Hz) and super
heterodyne techniques 15 are used to minimize crystal noise. Another ap
proach involves modulating the microwave energy reflected from the cavity, 16 
a technique that permits modulating at a high frequency even though the line 
width is very narrow (the field cannot be modulated at a high frequency). The 
latter approach is simpler than superheterodyne schemes, but it is somewhat 
more complicated than the approach that we now describe. 

Our spectrometer uses a barretter detector in lieu of the conventional 
crystal. Barretters do not exhibit the low-frequency noise common to crystal 
detectors, 17 and so they permit us to obtain reasonable sensitivity when mod
ulating at a low frequency. Bresler shows 6 that if the modulating frequency 
is on the order of hundreds of Hz or less, a transmission scheme using bar
retter detection (hereafter called transbar) can be more sensitive than a re
flection scheme with linear crystal detector (hereafter called reflex). The 
substance of his article can be summarized as follows. 

If one considers detector noise only, both schemes are equally sensi
tive when the modulation frequency is high (assume 1 MHz). If klystron 
noise is considered, transbar schemes can be modulated at a lower frequency 
than can reflex types. Elaborating, square-law detectors are less sensitive 
to klystron frequency fluctuations than are linear types. With square -law de
tectors, the limiting factor become s detector, rather than klystron, noise. 
Barretter detectors are less noisy than crystal types at low frequencies, and 
so they permit us to reduce the modulation frequency to a lower value. 
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Amplitude fluctuations are not a problem with reflex schemes be
cause the microwave bridge cancels them out. Even with trans bar schemes, 
amplitude noise is not appreciably greater than the thermal noise of the 
barretter, and so it can generally be ignored. If not, a compensation bolom
eter can be used to cancel it out. Alternatively, the modulation frequency 
can be increased to 600 Hz or greater (klystron noise is principally low-fre
quency). 

Concerning frequency fluctuations, high-Q cavity res onators translate 
microwave frequency changes into power changes at the detector. A square
law detector is less sensitive to these changes than is a linear detector, and 
so the trans bar scheme is less responsive to frequency fluctuations. 

In summary, most of the noise results from klystron frequency 
fluctuations, which occur at a slow rate. Transbar schemes are less sensi
tive to these frequency fluctuations than are reflex schemes, and so they per
mit us to modulate at a low frequency where detector noise predominates and 
where barretter detectors are less noisy. 

Our modulation frequency is 280 Hz. This frequency was chosen be
cause: 

(a) it is high enough to minimize 1/f noise generated by the signal pre
amplifier18 and to reduce microphonics;19 

(b) it is remote from 60 Hz and harmonics thereof; and 
(c) eddy currents induced in the cavity walls attenuate the magnetic field 

less than they would if the frequency were higher. 

IV. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

Basically, our spectrometer consists of a microwave source of 
energy, a sample gas which absorbs some of that energy when exposed to a 
magnetic field of proper intensity and direction, and the appropriate detec
tion system. A block diagram of the spectrometer, Fig. 5, reveals that it 
comprises two principle subsystems, an automatic frequency control and a 
signal channeL 

The automatic frequency control (AFC) locks the klystron I s fre
quency to that of the resonant cavity. This ensures maximum energy trans
fer between them, and it reduces noise due to microphonics and frequency 
fluctuations that might mask or distort the spectra sought. 

The signal channel responds to microwave energy changes in the cavity 
that result from sample absorption. This absorption occurs only when the 
sample is exposed to a magnetic field of the proper strength and direction. 
The magnetic field of our spectrometer is created by two pairs of Helmholtz 
coils, one pair mounted axially, the other orthogonally, as shown in Fig. 6. 
Both pairs are driven by sinusoidally varying currents derived from the 
280-Hz reference, but the current exciting one pair differs 90 deg in phase 
from that exciting the other. This results in a magnetic field of constant 
amplitude (if not scanning) whose direction can be described by a vector that 
rotates at 280 Hz. This rotation occurs in a plane that is perpendicular to 
the orthogonal coils and that passes through the cavity axis. We use this 
type of field modulation in order to obtain absorption spectra directly, as 
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Fig. 5. A simplified block diagram of the spectrometer. 
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1ation to the cavity. One pair is mounted axially, 
the other orthogonally, as shown. 
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discussed in Section V. B . It results in a barretter signal that is twice the 
modulation frequency, which explains why the signal lock-in amplifier oper
ates at 560 Hz; it also explains the need for a frequency doubler . 

When scanning a spectrum , the sinusoidally varying field currents 
are increased slowly by a motor-driven potentiometer. The HO vector rotates 
just as it does when not scanning, but the magnitude of thi s vector increases 
linear l y with time . 

The cavity (Fig. 7) was formed from a brass cylinder 12.218 in. o. d. , 
11-1 5/16 in. i. d ., and 24 in. long . The end plates, also brass, are 0 .25 in. 
a nd 0 . 5 in. thick for the fixed and adjustable plates, respectively. The cylin
der and end plates were silver-plated (O.0004-in. plating -- cost $ 38), then 
wiped with a silicone 20 that resists corrosion. The cavity is loop-coupled, 
each loop being attached to a mechanism that permits adjustment of its pene
tration. Microwave ener2~ is conveyed to the cavity with a coaxial line. 21 
An intervening attenuator isolates the klys tron from cavity susceptance, 
reducing the possibility of frequency discontinuities 23 (see Appendix B.2) . 

The cavity houses a quartz envelope (see Fig. 8) that confines the 
sample gas to a region where electromagnetic energy density is high, which 
increases the filling factor 24 accor dingly . Quartz is used because it offers 
little attenuation to microwave energy. 

V. THEORY OF OPERATION 

A . Automatic Frequency Control 

As mentioned above, the AFC locks the klystron I s frequency to that 
of the resonant cavity. If e ither frequency changes (owing to such changes 
as cavity temperature or klystron drift), the system senses the direction of 
er ror and provides a correction voltage to the klystron that brings them back 
into correspondence. Klystron frequency is continually adjusted to cavity 
resonance. 

Frequency errors are sensed as follows (see Fig . 9). The klystron 
is frequency-modulated (12 kHz) , and so microwave energy accepted by the 
cavity fluctuates accordingly . Energy within the cav ity is detected, pro
ducing a 12-kHz error signal with a phase relative to the modulating sinusoid 
that depends on which side of the cavity resonance peak the klystron is ope ra 
ting on. In essence, the phase of this error signal depends upon the slope of 
the cavity res onance curve at the frequency about which the klystron swings . 
If the mean klystron frequency is greater than the resonant frequency of the 
cavity, the error signal is opposite in phase from that resulting if the klystron 
frequency i s les s. The cavity functions as a frequency discriminator , trans
lating microwave frequency errors into a 12-kHz error signal of appropriate 
phase. 

In practice, the klystron is tuned to the peak of the cavity res ona nce 
curve so that the error signal is twice the modulating frequency, as shown in 
Fig. 9(c) . The AFC lock-in amplifier does not respond to this second 
harmonic, however, and its output is zero when the klystron is tuned to the 
cavity frequency. If the klystron or cavity frequency changes, the AFC 
lock-in amplifier responds to the error signal , now 12 kHz , producing a 
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Fig. 7. The cavity resonator , disassem.bled to rev eal 
(a) the adjustable end plate and its associated 
m.echanism., (b) the fix ed end plate, (c) coupling 
loop location and orientation, and (d) coupling 
loop m.echanism.. 
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Fig. 8. The reaction cell, a quartz envelope that confines 
the sample gas to a region where electromagnetic 
energy density is high. 
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Fig. 9. The cavity res onator functions as a frequency 
discriIninator, translating Inicrowave frequency 
errors into an audio-frequency error signal of 
the appropriate phase. The klystron is frequency
Inodulated at 12kHz. (a) Inean klystron frequency 
(fk ) less than the cavity frequency (fc ). Detector 
output is 12 kHz, the saIne as the Inodulating fre
quency (f ); (b) fk > fe' detector output is still 
12 kHz, bill out of phase with (a); (c) fk = fe' de
tector output .is 24 kHz (2 fIn)' the AFC does not 
respond to thlS frequency. 
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corrective voltage that restores the klystron frequency to the resonance peak. 

As indicated above, the klystron is modulated at 12 kHz. A high 
frequency was chosen 

(a) to regulate fast frequency changes; 
(b) to permit a modulation index that concentrates microwave power in the 

carrier rather than in the sidebands. 25 This enhances the authentic absorp
tion signal and reduces the amplitude of spurious responses resulting from 
sample response tothe sideband frequencies; 

(c) because frequency separation between the carrier and its sidebands is 
directly proportional to the modulating frequency. Spurious responses, if 
any. are dispersed more if the modulating frequency is increased. Disper
sion can preclude the line broadening that results if the sample responds to 
the carrier and its sidebands collectively; and 

(d) to increase frequency separation between the AFC and signal channels, 
improving isolation accordingly. 

We have indicated that spurious responses can result if the sample 
absorbs energy from the sidebands created in the process of modulation. The 
amplitude of these responses can be reduced by adjusting the modulation in
dex to a suitable value. 26 Their likelihood can be diminished by modulating 
at a high frequency so as to increase frequency separation between the carrier 
and its sidebands. These spurious responses can be eliminated completely 
by amplitude-modulating microwave energy reflected from the cavity, 16 
then combining the sidebands resulting with the carrier to obtain an output 
signal at the modulating frequency. Since the klystron itself is not modu-
lated, there is no sideband energy within the cavity to which the sample is 
exposed. This technique is not used here, but it will be considered if spuri
ous responses prove troublesome. 

B. Spectra Recovery 

As mentioned earlier, lock-in techniques are used to recover the ab 
sorption signals, which are generally small in relation to the ambient noise 
level with which they compete. Lock-in techniques are very effective because 
they 

(a) minimize noise generated by the amplifying devices used ;27 
(b) permit the use of much narrower bandwidths than are usually possible, 

reducing white noise associated with the signal inversely as the square root 
of bandwidth (the degree to which bandwidth can be reduced is related to the 
highest frequency of the information sought); and 

(c) discriminate against noise at the operating frequency but of random 
phase. 

Lock-in techniques minimize noise generated by the amplifying de
vices used because 

(a) the information s ought (signal) is amplitude -modulated to translate its 
spectra from a band centered around zero frequency to a band centered 
about a higher frequency (the modulation frequency); 28 

(b) most amplifying devices have noise spectra that vary as the reciprocal 
of frequency;12 and 

(c) translation to a higher frequency moves the signal to a frequency at 
which les s noise is introduced by the amplifying devices used. In general, 
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the modulating frequency should be greater than 1.00 Hz when vacuum-tube 
amplifiers are used in the early stages of amplification and greater than 1000 
Hz when transistor amplifiers are used. 

We have just pointed out the advantages of modulating the information 
sought. We previously indicated that field modulation reduces the effects of 
microwave amplitude changes. Field modulation , if applied as described in 
Sec . IV , recreates absorption spectra in lieu of the customary derivative, 
and we now discuss the reasons why. 

Assume, for the moment, that HO is not rotating, that HO is parallel 
to H1.' and that HO increases with time. As HO increases , the electrons 
under study precess faster and faster. When their precession frequency ap
proaches that of H1.' they absorb energy . Suppose that we now substitute a 
rotating HO of equivalent magnitude. The preces sing electrons abs orb 
energy as before, but the amount of energy absorbed at any instant is re-
lated to the direction of the HO vector in relation to the direction of H1. ' 
Maximum energy is absorbed when they are in alignment; the energy ab
sorbed when they are not is related to cos 28,29 where 8 is the angular dif
ference between the vectors representing the instantaneous directions of HO 
and H1. ' The rotating field therefore modulates the absorption, generating 
a signal with amplitude proportional to that part of the absorption curve 
being studied. HO influences signal amplitude only in the sense that it deter
mines which part of the absorption curve is under scrutiny. Compare this 
with the case wherein HO is amplitude-modulated, generating a signal with 
amplitude proportional to the slope, or derivative of the absorption line , as 
illustrated by Fig. 10. In the latter case, signal amplitude is also influenced 
by the modulation amplitude applied to the magnetic field . 

Concerning the need for a frequency doubler to gate the signal channel 
lock-in amplifier, this can be explained as follows. H1 reverses direction 
at the microwave frequency. H O' on the other hand, rotates at a relatively 
slow rate; i. e . , 280 Hz. HO and H1. therefore fall into alignment twice for 
each revolution of H O' and so absorption reaches a maximum 560 times per 
second. 

VI. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

A . Automatic Frequency Control Unit 

1. General 

This unit (schematic Fig . 1.1.) comprises the klystron, the 1.2-kHz 
lock-in amplifier, a frequency - modulation amplifier, and a sweep amplifier . 
It also includes the controls for a mode sweep that displays klystron output 
as a function of reflector voltage. This mode sweep facilitates frequency 
locking , and it is useful in ascertaining that the klystron operates at maxi
mum output. The frequency-modulation amplifier, driven by reference out
put from the 1. 2-kHz lock-in amplifier, modulates klystron reflector voltage, 
thereby providing frequency modulation. This amplifier increas es reference 
output from the lock-in amplifier to a level suitable for generating a mode 
sweep. The sweep amplifier, also driven by reference output from the 1.2-kHz 
lock- in amplifier, furnishes horizontal deflection to the oscilloscope 
(Lissajous pr.esentatiori). Construction is illustrated in Figs . 12 and 1.3. 
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Fig. iO. Amplitude modulation of HO and phase-sensitive 
detection yields the derivative of a resonance line. 
The system responds to the slope of the resonance. 
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XB B 670-5781 

Fig. 12. Automatic frequency control unit. Top rear view, 
showing the 12-kHz lock-in amplifier in foreground, 
the preamplifier module (Ao), the sweep and fre
quency-modulation amplifiers near panel. 
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e BB 670-578L 

Fig. 13. Automatic Frequency Control Unit. Bottom rear 
view, showing the klystron cavity at left, the operational 
amplifier to its right near panel, the frequency-modula
tion and sweep amplifiers (top). A 6BM6 reflex klystron 
is shown at lower left. 
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2 . Lock-in Amplifier, 12 kHz 

The basic lock-in amplifier has been described in detail, 30 so we dis
cuss only those considerations pertinent to AFC. This amplifier was orig
inally designed for operation at 560 Hz. When it was converted to 12 kHz 
(schematic Fig. 14), the s y nchronous detector was difficult to balance. This 
unbalance caused the zero output level to change with setting of the phase con
trol. The problem stemmed from capacity unbalance of transformer T 1 
(Fig. 14), the effect being such that each half of the transformer secondary 
presented a different series impedance when viewed from the gating source. 
Performance was improved considerably by changing transformer T 1 from 
UTC type A-19 to A-22. We also substituted an operational amplifier for 
the source follower and connected its output in series with the klystron refle c 
tor voltage supply;. Further. we added a small preamplifier module (AO' 
Fig . 11) . 

3. Sweep Amplifier 

This amplifier is conventional except for the phas e shifters, which 
are patterned after those employed in the lock-in amplifier . 

4. Klystron 

The klystron, reflex type 6BM6, requires an external cavity. 31 
Typical output from the combination (klystron plus external cavity) is approxi
mately 200 m W. Klystron voltages are obtained from a commercial power 
supply . 32 

B . Signal Channel Control Unit 

1. General 

This unit (s chematic Fig. 15) is photographed in Figs. 16 and 17. It 
includes a lock-in amplifier and a frequency doubler to gate it. It also con
trols and indicates bolometer current. 33,34 

2. Lock-in Amplifer (560 Hz) 

Schematic for the signal channel lock-in amplifier is given in Fig. 15. 
A commercial preamplifier 35 will be used to drive it. 

3. Frequency Doubler 

Frequency doubling (see Fig. 15) is effected with a full-wave rectifier. 
The rectified output is tuned for purity of waveform. 

C. Field Control Unit 

This unit (schematic Fig. 18 photographs Figs. 19 and 20) controls 
the currents to the Helmholtz coils. Both sets of coils, the axial and the 
orthogonal, are excited by sinusoidal currents of the same frequency (280 Hz), 
but they are excited 90 deg out of phase . A motor-driven potentiometer 36 in
creases the amplitude of these sinusoidal currents slowly, creating an HO 
field that can be described by a vector that rotates at a uniform rate, but 
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Table 1. Values for frequency-sensitive components of Fig. 14 (12-kHz lock- in amplifier). 

Component 

Parallel-T 
network 

Oscillator 
network 

R 
(kS'l) 

3 

3 . 6 

C R/2 
(f-LF) (kG) 

0.0047 1.5 
in parallel 
with 4,.7 

3X10- 4 

5.60X10- 4 

Ca Cb Cc 
(f-LF) (f-LF) (f-LF) 

0.001 0.001 0.002 
in parallel in parallel 
with 360 pF with 120 pF 

Table II. Values for frequency-sensitive components of Fig. 15 (560-Hz lock-in amplifier). 

Component R C R/2 Ca Cb Cc 
(krl) (f-LF) (k!."2) (f-LF) (f-LF) (f-LF) 

Parallel-T 3 0.100 1.3 
network in parallel 

with 15 
Oscillator 3.6 2XO.033 2XO. 033 2XO. 033 
network in parallel 

with 0.022 

C
1 

and C 2 0 . 0068 and 0.01 respectively 

C 3 and C4 0 . 0068 

I 
N 
H:>
I 

C 
() 

~ 
l' 
I ..... 
~ 
L.V 
0 
0' 
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Fig. 16. Signal channel control unit. Top rear view showing 
the 560-Hz lock-in amplifier (near panel) and the fr e 
quency-doubling transformer (foreground). 
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XBB 670-5775 

Fig. 17. Signal channel control unit. Bottom rear view 
showing the 560 - Hz lock-in amplifier. 
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XBB 670-5779 

Fig. 19. Field control unit. Top rear view, showing the ortho
field power amplifier (right), the phase shifter and its 
power supply (left). 
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XBB 670-5777 

Fig. 20. Field control unit. BottoITl rear view, showing the 
o rtho-field power aITlplifier (left) and the ITlotor-driven 
p otentioITleter (right). 
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with a magnitude that increases linearly with time. 

Two sweep modes are available, AUTO and MANUAL. When the scan 
is set for AUTO, an electrically-operated clutch engages, cO,nnecting the cur
rent-determining potentiometer to the drive motor. When the scan is set fo r 
MANUAL, the clutch is deenergized, which permits us to set the potentiometer 
(FIELD AMP control) manually. 

The unit includes a commercial power amplifier
37 

(schematic Fig . 21) 
to drive the orthogonal coils (the axial coils are driven by an identical ampli
fier mounted separately) . The coils were designed to have a resistive com
ponent that matches the output impedance of the amplifier; their reactive 
component is tuned out with a series capacitor. 

D . Axial-Field Power Amplifier 

This amplifier is identical to that employed in the field control unit. 
Axial-coil inductance is different from that of the orthogonal coils , and so 
the resonating capacitor must be selected accordingly. 

VII. OPERATION 

Note: These operating instructions are interspersed 
with sections on theory so that the operator can visu
alize what he is doing rather than performing a num
ber of meaningless adjustments. Once the relevant 
theory is understood, the operator can bypas s the 
theoretical sections . 

A. Mode Swe e p 

1. Theory of Operation 

As discussed earlier, the spectrometer includes a mode sweep that 
facilitates frequency locking. An idealized sweep, illustrated in Fig . 22 , 
shows klystron output as a function of reflector voltage. Output reaches a 
maximum at some voltage (VO), then falls off, dropping to zero as shown 
(Vi and V2)' Figure 22 reveals that the klystron oscillates only if the re
flector voltage lies between certain limits, and that power output is greatest 
in the vicinity of VO' The actual values of VO' Vi ' and V 2 depend upon 
voltages applied to the other klystron electrodes, but typical values are 
listed in Appendix B.1. 

Referring again to Fig. 22: each reflector voltage within the range of 
oscillation corresponds to some frequency, the value of which depends u pon 
the setting of the KLYSTRON CAVITY control. If the reflector is swept 
over a range of voltages, the klystron sweeps over a band of frequencies de
termined by the KLYSTRON CAVITY setting. 

It should be pOinted out that reflex klystrons can operate in several 
modes. 38 This is shown in Fig. 23, which shows klystron output if t4e re
flector voltage is changed over wider limits than shown in Fig . 22 . The 
frequencies swept by each mode are somewhat the same, but klystron output 
is greater for some modes than for others. Most spectrometers (including 
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Fig. 21. Schematic diagram for the axial field power amplifier, 
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Ref I ector voltage ---+ 

XBL675-2986 

Fig. 22. An idealized mode sweep showing klystron power output 
as a function of reflector voltage. The klystron oscillates 
only if the reflector voltage lies between certain limits. 
Each reflector voltage within the range of oscillation cor
responds to some frequency, the value of which depends 
upon the setting of the KLYSTRON CAVITY control. 
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ours) operate at the mode for which klystron output is greatest. 

Referring again to Fig . 23: note that our klystron can oscillate in any 
one of three reflector modes. We always operate at the mode (1- 3/4) for 
which klystron output is greatest. The reflector voltage when operating at 
peak output within that mode is approximately 225 V (see Appendix B .1) . 
Figure 23 reveals that reflector v oltage is a convenient mode i ndicator . T h e 
optimum voltage within a given mode can be found with the mode sweep. Our 
mode sweep does not change the reflector voltage sufficiently to display all 
three modes simultaneously, but it is more than ample to display them individu
ally. If desired, one can observe all three modes by increasing the mean re
flector voltage from zero to 225 V while sweeping. 

As mentioned previously, Fig . 22 is an idealized sweep. In practice , 
the mode sweep forms a pattern similar to that shown in Fig . 24(a) . Note 
that the waveforms generated by the forward and return sweeps differ from 
each other considerably. These waveforms are different because the klystron , 
which sweeps into and out of oscillation, finds it easier to sustain oscillation 
than to initiate it. 39 

2. Using the Mode Sweep 

a. Connect the system as shown in Fig. 25 . Set the operating controls 
(s ee Figs . 26 and 27 and Table III) as follows : 

KLYSTRON POWER SUPPLY 

(1) HV switch at OFF, LINE switch at ON 
(2) BEAM VOLT AGE at 325- V 
(3) GRID VOLT AGE at zero 
(4) REFLECTOR VOLTAGE at 225-V 
(5) AMPLITUDE VOLTS at maximum clockwise 
(6) SELECTOR switches at REFLECTOR and EXT 

AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL UNIT 

(1) KLYSTRON CAVITY at 5300 
(2) MODE/RESPONSE at SWEEP 
(3) MOD AMP at maximum clockwise 
(4) OSCILLOSCOPE PHASE at 55 

b . Change HV switch, klystron power supply , to ON (high voltage does 
not come on until the LINE switch has been on for 60 sec). 

c . Monitor the detected signal (Point A, Fig. 25) with an oscilloscope . 
The pattern resulting should resemble that shown in Fig . 24(a) . 
If not, adjust the OSCILLOSCOPE PHASE control (AFC unit) 
until it does. 

B. Automatic Frequency Control 

1. Cavity Resonator Theory 

Since the cavity must be excited at a particular mode , and since many 
modes are possible, jtis important that the operator understand the funda
mentals of cavity resonance . Basically, a cavity resonator does much the 
same thing as a conventional tuned circuit, but does it quite differently. 
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Fig. 24. Oscilloscope traces showing the mode sweep 
waveforms that are found in practice. All three 
traces represent the same conditions except for 

UCRL-17306 

the OSCILLOSCOPE PHASE control setting, which 
is (a) 57, (b) 35, and (c) zero. The waveforms 
generated by the forward and return sweeps are 
different from each other [see (a)] because the 
klystron, which sweeps into and out of oscillation, 
find it easier to sustain oscillation than to initiate it. 
Vertical sensitivity is 0.2 V Icm. KLYSTRON 
CAVITY set at 5300. 
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Fig. 25. Simplified diagram of radio frequency system 
showing the interconnection of components. 
Numbered components are: (1) Patch cord, 
i -
'-GR type 874-R20LA, 3 1 , (2) attenuator, 
'I=GR type 874-G1crL. fixed 10 db, (3) Tee, 
':<GR type 874-TL, (4) Panel connector 
(modified), ':<GR type 874- P8, (5) crystal 
detecto.r, Hewlett Packard type 420A. ':'GR 
indicates General Radio, 
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Fig. 26. Control console. It includes (from top to bottom): 
automatic frequency control unit, signal channel 
control unit, field control unit. and axial field P. A. 
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Fig. 27. Klystron power supply. 
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Conventional tuned circuits rely on the resonance resulting from the mutual 
exchange of energy between lumped parameters, namely capacitors and in
ductors. Circulating currents result that favor one frequency and dis criminate 
against others. Cavity resonators, on the other hand, rely on the resonant 
properties of electrostatic and electromagnetic fields when confined by a 
suitable enclosure. 

Inasmuch as cavity resonators rely on the resonant properties of con
fined fields, and since the fields in a given enclosure can t a ke m a ny different 
distributions, it follows that a given cavity can resonate at many different 
frequencies. The frequency at which it actually does res onate depends upon 
its dimensions and the field configuration (mode) resulting when it is excited. 

Concerning terminology, each mode can be described symbolica lly . 
Our cavity is excited at the TE 0,1, 2, mode, the prefix TE (transve rse 
electric) denoting that the electrostatic (E) field is always transve rse to the 
cavity axis. The three subscripts, as applied to a cylindrical resonator ex
cited at a TE mode, indicate the number of E field variations along each of 
the three parameters shown in Fig. 28 (8, radius, and length). 40 

The first subscript (0) refers to the number of full-cycle variations 
with re4l1ect to 8. If the subscript is zero, the field is circular for TE 
modes. 1 

The second subscript (1) indicates the number of half-cycle v ariations 
with respect to radius, but it does not provide a reference radius to which 
these variations can be referred. This reference can be deduced from 
knowledge that the cavity walls short out any parallel gradient in their im
mediate vicinity, and that the field is circular. In view of thi s , we can con
clude that the field vanishes at the walls. The cylinder wall serve s as a 
reference radius, revealing that the field vanishe3 at the axis, and that it i s 
maximum in the region of half-radius . 

The third subscript (2) represents the number of half-c y cle variations 
along the axis. Since" the field is zero at both end plates, and since it varie s 
one full cycle along the length of the cavity, we can conclude that it vanishes 
at a region halfway between the end plates. We can also conclude that the 
field is maximum in a region L/4 distant from each end plate. 

Summarizing, the E field is circular, as shown in Fig. 29(a ). Radia ll y , 
it is maximum in the region of half radius, and it vanishes at the axis a nd a t 
the walls. Longitudinally, it is maximum at two planes, each L/4 dista nt 
from the center; it vanishes at the center and at both end plates. 

Concerning the electromagnetic field pattern, it is defined by equations4 2 

that indicate the patterns shown in Fig. 29(b).43 Note that the H field is 
tangential to all walls. 

As mentioned earlier, a given cavity can resonate at m a ny different 
frequencies, depending upon the mode excited. In most cases, each mode 
resonates at a different frequency, but not always. For example, the TM 1,1, 2 
and TE 0,1,2 modes resonate at the same frequency. 42 We couple to the 
cavity in a manner that favors the TE 0,1, 2 mode. 
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Fig. 29. Cavity resonator field configurations for the 
TE 0,1,2, ITlode. (a) E field, (b) H field. 
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From a practical viewpoint, it is not difficult to excite a particular 
mode if the following points are kept in mind : 

a. The res onant frequency is dete rmined by cavity dimensions and by 
the mode excited. If the dimensions are known, one can compute the resonant 
frequency at a given mode. Conversely , if operation is desired at a given 
fre quency and mode, cavity dimensions can be calculated. 

b . If the excitation frequency matches that of the cavity resonator at 
the desired mode, other modes are les s likely to be excited. 

c. Each mode has definite field configurations. If energy is coupled 
into the cavity in the proper manner, the coupling mechanism can discriminate 
against some modes and favor others. Our spectromete r employs coupling 
loops, oriented so that the H field pas ses through their planes as illustrated 
in Fig. 7. Coupling magnitude is determined by loop position relative to that 
where flux density is high; it is also determined by loop area and orientation. 

d. The fields within a resonator induce currents in its walls . 9 These 
currents can be considered to be associated with the magnetic flux adjacent 
to the wall. If the cavity offers opposition to the flow of current associated 
w ith a particular mode, it is les s likely to be excited at that mode. 

e . It is possible to int r oduce mode suppressors that favor some modes 
and suppres s others. For example, if an electric conductor is strategically 
located, it can short out the E field associated with an undesired mode with
out disturbing the E field of the desired mode. Our coupling loops double as 
mode suppressor s; i. e ., they short out the electric f ie ld of modes with a 
radial component. 

£. One can probe the cavity field in order to find out the mode at which 
it is excited. If an electric conductor is positioned to suppress some particu
lar mode , but if it does not suppress the resonance in question, one can con
clude that the resonance must be due to some other mode. 

g. Cavity Q is greater for some modes than fo r othe rs. Resonator 
Q for the TE 0,1,2 mode is generally higher than for the ot her modes, and 
so the resonance curve is sharper. 

h. One cannot be sure that a given cavity is excited at the pr ope r mode 
from knowledge of its resonant frequency only. This is be cause different 
modes can have the same resonant frequency. The resonant frequency for 
the T M 1,1, 2 mode is identical to that for the TE 0,1, 2 mode. 

2. Exciting the Cavity at the Correct Mode 

a , Compute cavity length from44 

L = 11.8/(f2 - 1.45)1/2, (1) 

where L is the inside length of the cavity in inches and f i s the 
frequency in gigacycles. Set the adjustable end plate accord
ingly. 

b. Obtain a mode sweep, as described in Section VII.A. 2. 
c. Change SELECTOR (klystron PS) to CW, monito r klystron fre 

quency with the counter, adjust KLYSTRON CAVITY dial fo r 
the frequency desired , and r eturn SELECTOR to EXT. 

d. Vary KLYSTRON CAVITY 200 divisions (more if necessary), 
each side of the dial - setting resulting in 2.c, searching for a 
dip due to cavity resonance, as shown in Fig . 30 . 1£ a dip 
cannot be found, increase input coupling to the cavity. If 
several dips are found (see Fig. 30), record the corresponding 
KLYSTRON CAVITY dial settings for future refe rence. 

e. Monitor the cavity output (Point B of Fig. 25) with an os cillos cope, 
then tune the KLYSTRON CAVITY control through the same 
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Fig. 30. Oscilloscope traces showing three cavity 
resonances, each due to a different mode. 
Cavity dimensions were fixed; each resonance 
was obtained by adjusting the KLYSTRON CAVITY 
control for a dip at the cavity input. KLYSTRON 
CAVITY settings were: (a) 5405, (b) 5460, the 
desired resonance, and (c) 5499 • 

UCRL-17306 
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range again (2.d above), searching for resonances (see Fig. 31). 
Some (at least one) should occur at settings a pproximating those 
obtained in 2 .d above; others will not b e c oupled through the 
cavity. If no resonances can be found , increa se output c oupling 
at the cavity. 

£. Assuming that several resonances are found, measure the fre
quency of each as follows. Set the klystron power supply for C W 
operation, adjust the KLYSTRON CAVITY c ontrol for max imum 
transmission through the cavity (maximum dc output from the 
detector monitoring cavity output), then measur e the klystron 
frequency resulti ng. 

g. Return SELECTOR to EXT, then adjust the KLYSTRON CAVITY 
control for peak amplitude of the resonance who s e frequency 
most nearly conforms to t hat computed from Eq. 1. The TE 0 , 1, 2 
resonance is generally sharper (higher Q). 

h. If uncertain as to the mode excited, probe the cav ity as des cribed 
in Appendix A.3. The probing procedure can be omitted in most 
cases. 

1. Check the frequency as described in (f), adjusting the c a vity if 
necessary. 

J. Adjust both coupling loops for maximum output. 

3. Locking the Klystron to the Cavity 

-'. ',-

NOTE: The detailed procedure presented in this section is 
preceded by a general description of the procedure. 

General Procedure 

Obtain a mode sweep, adjust KLYSTRON CAVITY for maximum 
transmission as the klystron sweeps through the desired resonance. 
Reduce frequency deviation (MOD AMP and AMPLITUDE VOLTS), 
and adjust REFLECTOR VOLTAGE so that the klystron sweep is 
centered about the resonance. Change MODE/RESPONSE to AFC; 
this locks the klystron to the resonance. Set frequency deviation to 
the smallest value required for lock. Advance GAIN to the highest 
stable setting. The capacity to minimize frequency changes is de
pendent upon the gain, higher settings generally giving better regulation. 
If the setting is too high, the AFC becomes unstable. Warm up the 
equipment until the frequency drift settles down to an acceptable value . 

a. Excite the cavity at the correct frequency and mode, as described 
in Section VII. B. 2. 

b. Adjust OSCILLOSCOPE PHASE so that the forward and return 
sweeps coincide, as shown in Fig. 31 (b) . 

c . Adjust REFLECTOR VOLTAGE ';' so that the resonance peak is 
centered about zero horizontal voltage on the oscilloscope, ad
justing OSCILLOSCOPE PHASE as necessary. 

d. Change AMPLITUDE VOLTS ';' to 40, readjust REFLECTOR VOLT AGE ';' 
and OSCILLOSCOPE PHASE to keep the resonance peak centered 
on the oscilloscope. 

The asterisk indicates that a control is at the klystron power supply ; 
all others are located at the AFC Control Unit. 

• 
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XBB 6712-6818 

Fig. 31. Mode sweep showing the desired resonance as 
it appears at: (a) cavity input (point A of Fig. 25), 
vertical sensitivity 0.2- V /crn, and (b) cavity output 
(point B of Fig. 25), vertical sensitivity 0.05-V/crn . 
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Set MOD AMP at 20, GAIN at 10. Monitor the blue test point at 
the AFC lock-in amplifier (see Fig. 14) with an oscilloscope probe, 
and adjust REFLECTOR VOLTAGE':' for minimum signal (null 
amplitude increases both sides of resonance). 

Change MODE/RESPONSE to 2. 
Increase REFLECTOR VOLTAGE'~ until ERROR meter indicates 

zero current. 
Decrease MOD AMP setting until ERROR meter kicks off zero. 

Advance MOD AMP control slightly so that meter reads zero 
again. 

Advance GAIN until the blue test point is just short of saturation 
(approximately 4 V, p-p). 

Test to see that the system sustains lock when REFLECTOR 
VOLTAGE':' is varied over a 20- V range . Adjust for zero current 
on the ERROR meter. This is the desired operating point. 

C. Obtaining a Spectrum 

Since a spectrum has not been obtained yet, detailed instructions are 
not delineated. Tables III through V outline the functions of the various con
troIs, but the best procedure will have to be determined experimentally. 
Salient points of interest are: 

a. One sets the cavity to the appropriate frequency, then locks the 
klystron to it. 

b. The Helmholtz coils must be excited in quadrature. The axial and 
ortho gains must be adjusted for equal contributions from each pair of coils. 
Cavity attenuation is probably different for each pair, and so it may become 
necessary to empirically determine the relative current required by each 
set of coils. 

c. The accuracy with which the cavity frequency must be set is re
lated to the dynamic range that can be swept by the magnetic field. The 
cavity will be subject to temperature considerations which could require 
temperature control or an increas ed field. 

VIII. MAINTENANCE ADJUSTMENTS 

A. Automatic Frequency Control Unit 

1. Lock-in Amplifier, 12 kHz 

a . Test the amplifier as described in Section III.D of Ref. 30. 
b. Adjust the PHASE control as follows: 

(i) Set GAIN at maximum clockwise . 
(ii) Monitor the blue test point (Fig. 14) with an oscilloscope 

probe, apply an attenuated signal from REF OUT to SIG IN, 
and adjust the attenuator so that the monitored signal is 2 V 
peak-to-peak (see Ref. 30, p. 49 , for attenuator). 

(iii) Adjust PHASE for maximum negative ERROR current on 
meter. 

':'The asterisk indicates that a control is at the klystron power supply; 
all others are located at the AFC Control Unit. 

• 
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D. Tables of Operating Controls 

Table III. Automatic frequency control unit, control function chart 

Control Function 

Klystron c a vity Determine s frequency range that can be swept by 
klystron. 

Mode/Response Selects type of operation, klystron mode display 
(SWEEP), or automatic frequency control. Also 
determines AFC time constant. 

Mod Amp Controls klystron frequency deviation. 

Gain Controls frequency stabilization, higher settings 
giving better regulation. If control is advanced 
too far, the regulating circuit sometimes becomes 
unstable . 

Oscilloscope phase Controls phase of sinusoid applied to the horizontal 
deflection plates of the oscilloscope . 

Table IV . Signal channel control unit, cGntrol function chart 

Control Function 

Mod Amp Controls amplitude of the sinusoidal voltage applied 
to the field control unit. Determines sweep range . 

Gain Controls signal level applied to lock-in amplifier . 

Response Determines time constant of lock-in amplifier . 

Phas e Controls phas e of gating signal to s ynchronous 
detector. 

Zero Balances output from lock-in amplifier when signal 
is absent. 

Invert Reverses polarity of current through OUTPUT meter, 

Bolometer 

also the recorder. 

Controls bias current to the bolometer . Set to 
8.75 rnA on BOLOMETER meter. 
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Table V. Field control unit, control function chart. 

ControII Function 

Sweep mode Selects source of field control, motor (AUTO) or 

Auto sweep 

Ortho gain 

Phase 

Field amp 

manual. 

Determines direction of motor controlling field 
current. 

Controls amplitude of current to orthogonal coils . 

Controls phase of current in axial coils relative to 
that in orthogonal coils. Set for 90 deg. 

Controls field current amplitude when SWEEP 
MODE is at MANUAL, indicates relative amplitude 
when SWEEP MODE is at AUTO. 

2. Frequency- Modulation Amplifier 

a. Monitor the waveform at MOD OUT with an oscilloscope. 
b. Set MOD AMP at maximum clockwise. 
c. Adjust MOD (Fig. 11) for ZOO-V, peak-to-peak. 

3. Sweep Amplifier 

a . Monitor the waveform at EXT SWEEP with an oscilloscope. 
b. Adjust SW AMP (Fig. 11) for 1Z0 V peak-to-peak. 

4. Preamplifier Module, AO 

a . Set G1 (Fig. 11) at maximum counterclockwise. 

B. Signal Cha nnel Control Unit 

Test the 560-Hz lock-in amplifier as described in Section III.D of 
Ref. 30. 

IX. PERFORMANCE 

Total performance cannot yet be evaluated, but electronic performance 
can be expressed in a limited way . The AFC, for example, stabilizes the 
klystron I s frequency to that of the cavity to approximately 1 ppm. The cavity 
frequency changes with temperature, however , and that appears to be the 
limiting consideration. Performance can best be deduced through u s e of the 
appendices, which treat the various components in detail. 

X. FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS 

Since this is a preliminary design, it is obviously sub ject to change. 
Sensitivity requirements are severe, and it may become necessary to im 
prove the signal-to-noise ratio. If so, one would probabll optimize the vari -
ous subsystems, perhaps add a compensating bolometer. Superheterodyne 
and other techniques 16 might prove superior, but Our initial approach is 
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directed towards a simple instrument . Computer techniques can average 
out noise, 45 but a high-sensitivity spectrometer offers more promise . 

As indicated earlier, the cavity is temperature-sensitive, and so it is 
somewhat difficult to set its frequency with precision. Also, the cavity walls 
attenuate the magnetic field appreciably, which reduces the dyna mic range 
over which the field can be swept with the audio power avai l abl e . These con
siderations indicate that the desir e d resonance will be s omewh a t difficult to 
find unless the cavity environment is temper a ture-controlle d . Such a problem 
could be ameliorated b y reducing the frequency at which the m agnetic field 
is modulated, but that would impair the noise figure. 

Conce rning automatic frequency control , the klystron is frequenc y 
modulated, generating sidebands that can cause line broadening and spurious 
responses, as discussed earlier. If the sample line width cannot be reduced 
to 5 kHz or les s, it may become necessary to increas e the frequency at 
which the AFC is modulated . As an a lternative approach, one might experi
ment with various modula tion indices , searching for one that reduces low
order side - band components to a negligible value. 
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APPENDICES 

A . Cavity 

1. Q measurements 

Referring to the test setup shown in Fig . 32 , we adjusted both coupling 
loops for maximum power transfer through the cavity. When the loops were 
so adjusted, power output from the cavity measured 1.4 mW at resonance 
(fO = 1444 MHz) . The frequency separation between half-power frequencies 
(bandwidth) measured 800 kHz , indicating a loaded Q(QL) of 1800 . 

We reduced the coupling at both loops considerably , adjusting them so 
tha t only 6 f.l.W was coupled through the cavity at resona nce . The separation 
between half-power frequencies measured only 30 kHz , which indicates that 
the unloaded Q is approximately 48000 . 

2 . Frequency Stability 

These tests were not extensive; we simply measured the resonant 
frequency of the cavity at various time intervals after turning the equipment 
on . To do this, we adjusted the reflector voltage for maximum transmis sion 
through the cavity, then measured the klystron frequency resulting . Figure 
33 indicates the frequency change with time . It shows that the cavity fre
quency decreased approximately 60 kHz during the 60-minute warmup period. 
When we repeated this test at a later date, the cavity frequenc y decreased 
approximately 100 kHz during the 60-minute warmu p. Cavity frequency is 
sensitive to temperature, and so it is influenced by all the variables that con
tribute to room temperature . 

3. Modes 

The electric field distribution must corres pond to that shown in 
Fig. 29(a) . Note that the E fiel d is circular , that it is maximum in the 
region of half-radius, and that it vanishes at the axis and at the walls. 
Longitudinally, it is maximum at two planes , each L/4 distant from the 
center; it vanishes a t the center and at both end plates . 

Determine that the cavity is excited at the proper mode as follows . 
Insert a long wire through its axis; this should not appreciably affect the 
resonance signal (see Fig. 31 (b)). Insert a radial probe through a coupling
loop porthole . This , too, should cause little change . Remove the fixed end 
plate , and insert a probe of the type shown in Fig. 34 through the hole at its 
center . Replace the end plate, observe the resonance signal , and position 
the probe along the cavity I s length so that it changes the res onance signal 
appreciably. Maximum perturbation should occur when the probe wire is 
L/4 distant from each end plate . Rotate the probe to determine if the E 
field is circular . 

Concerning the H field, the configuration corresponds to that shown 
in Fig . 29(b). The c(:mp;ling 190p-'s . are ' ~riented so .that the plane of each loop 
is normal to the flux that it int e rcepts . 
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To oscilloscope 

® 

Klystron Attenuator 

Fig. 

I 
® Cavity 

L-. __ -+ To frequency counter 

® 

To power 
meter 

XBL6710-5324 

32. Test setup for measuring cavity ~ Q. Numbered 
components are: (1) Patch cord. "''''GR (General 
Radio) type 874-R20LA. 3 ft; (2) attenuator, 
>:'GR type 874-G10L, fixed, 10 db; (3) Tee, 
>:<GR type 874-T L; (4) panel connector (modified), 
*GR type 874-P8; (5) crystal detector, Hewlett
Packard type 420A; (6) thermistor mount, Hewlett
Packard type 478A. The power meter is ,:o:<HP 431C, 
and the frequency counter is >:'*HP type 5246L with 
,:o:'HP 5254B frequency converter. *GR indicates 
General Radio, ':<>:'HP indicates Hewlett Packard. 
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Fig. 33. Frequency change of res onant cavity versus 
warlll-up time. 
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XBB 670 -5967 

Fig. 34. Probe for testing cavity E field. Maximum. 
perturbation should occur when the wire is L/4 
distant from each end plate, where L is the 
inside length of the cavity. 
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4. Cou pling Loops 

Energy may be fed into or taken from a cavity resonator with a probe, 
a loop, or a slit. 46 We chose to couple with loops because they are very 
effectiv e in disc r iminating against some modes while favoring others. In 
par ticular, we wish t o excite the TE 0,1 , 2 mode and to r eject the TM 1,1,2 
mode, whi ch resonates at the same frequ ency. To do this, we o r ient each 
coupling loop so that it inte r cepts the H field assoc iated with the TE 0,1 , 2 
m ode , as illu strated in Fig. 7. 

Coupling loops are impedance -matching dev i c es, much the same as 
transformers. When u sed in a transmission s c heme such as ours, they 
t r ansform the load and generator impedances in a way that redu ces trans
mission losses through the cavity. The inpu t coupling l oop effects an impedance 
match between the generator impedance and the shun t resistanc e of the 
c avity.47 The latter is influenced by the load resistance and the deg r ee o f 
coupling to it ; i. e., c oupling at the output loop. E a c h coupling loop effe c ts 
an impedance transfo rmation that is equal to the squar e of the ratio of the 
coupled to uncoupled flux. The trans formation ratio can be alte r ed by 
c h anging loop area, position, o r orientation. Our coupling loops were formed 
fr om 7 in. of No. 16 wire (mandr el diameter 1.25 in.). 

5. Magnetic Fie ld Attenuation 

The 280-Hz field induces eddy c u r rents in the c avity walls that attenu 
ate the magnetic field wit hin the cavity. This attenu ation increases with fre 
quency' cavity diameter, and wall thi c knes s ; it decreases with r esistivity. 1.0 
Our c avity is b rass, and so it attenuates less than one of copper. Silver 
plating improves the Q, but it has negligible influence upon the attenuation. 

Measurements with a searc h coil (680000 cm2 a r ea) indi c ated an 
a ttenu ation of 7 at 250 Hz; it increased to 15 at 550 Hz, to 22 at 780 Hz. 
These values were measured with only one axial c oil, and with one end plate 
remov ed from t he cavity. 

B. Klystron 

1. Powe r Output and F requency vs Re flector Voltage 

With the test setup shown in F ig. 35, we recorded klystron output as 
a function of r eflector voltage (see Tabl e VI). The resulting plot, F ig. 23, 
reveals that the k l yst r on os cillate s only if the r efle c tor voltage lies within 
ce r tain limits, and that powe r output is greatest in the vi c inity of 225 V. 
Figure 23 also r e veals that the klystron can oscillate in anyone of three dif
ferent modes. Our spectrometer is ope r ated at the refle ctor mode for whic h 
klyst r on ou tput is greatest , which corresponds to the 1 - 3/4 mode. 

We also measured the frequencies at which power output was 50% of 
t he maximum value obtained for each r eflector mode. These frequencies, 
tabulated in Table VII, reveal that the frequ ency range c ov ered by each r e 
flect o r mode is approximately the same. The r ange of fr equencies cov ered 
is dependent upon the setting of the KLYSTRON CAVITY cont r ol. 

! 

• 
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3' Patch cord 

Thermistor 

- { Attenuator J mount Power meter Klystron 
/ 

HP-478A H.P. 431-C 

XBL6710- 5326 

Fig. 35. Test setup for measuring klystron output as a 
function of reflector voltage. The klystron was 
operated CW for the measurements. 
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Table VI. Klystron power output vs reflector voltage. 
a 

Power output 
Reflector volts (mW) 

24 1.18 

27 2.35 

35 1.18 

59 0 

63 23.5 

65.5 33 

78 47 

87.5 33 

90 23.5 

95 0 

165 0 

186 141 

195 197 

224.5 282 

244 197 

248 141 

2.53 0 

a. Klystron cavity dial setting at 5380, beam voltage 

at 325 V, and grid voltage at zero. 
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Table VII. Klystron half-power frequencies vs mode. 

Mode 

1-3/4 

2-3/4 

3-3/4 

Half-power frequencies a 
(MHz) 

1410.7 and 1419.1 

1410.9 and 1422.2 

1413.6 and 1419.2 

a. Frequencies at which power output is 50% of the 

maximum value obtained at the mode listed. 

We made additional measurements at the intended operating point in 
order to determine klystron modulation sensitivity; i. e., frequency sensitiv
ity to reflector voltage. These measurements indicate that sensitivity to be 
approximately 110 kHZ/V. This measurement is useful in calculating the 
AFC loop gain. 

2. Loading Effects 

In Fig. 25, note the 10-db attenuator included between klystron output 
and cavity input. This attenuator isolates the klystron from cavity suscep
tance, and it serves to prevent frequency discontinuities. The minimum 
attenuation required is related to the "pulling figure II of the os cillator and 
to the loaded Q of the cavity.23 The maximum attenuation permissible is 
determined by klystron output capability and by the power level that must be 
delivered to the cavity for satisfactory recovery of the spectrum sought. 

3. Frequency versus Klystron Cavity Dial-Setting 

With the test setup shown in Fig. 36, we set the klystron power supply 
for CW operation and 225 V at the reflector. We then recorded klystron 
frequency for various KLYSTRON CAVITY dial settings. The resulting 
values are tabulated in Table VIII. These frequencies change with loading 
and other factors, but Table VIII is useful for indicating the approximate fre
quency change to be expected for a given change in the KLYSTRON CAVITY 
dial-setting. Table VIII indicates that the klystron frequency changes approxi
mately 260 kHz for each dial division when the klystron is operated near 
1440 MHz. 

4. Frequency Drift versus Warmup Time 

We locked the klystron to the cavity, then measured the klystron's fre
quency at various time intervals after turning the AFC on. The graph, 
Fig. 37, indicates that the klystron required approximately 1 hour to stabilize. 
The frequency drift levels off to a value determined by the frequency stability 
of the cavity (see Fig. 33). 
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3 I Patch cord i·· .. I Klystron I ~ Attenuatorl t---•• F~~~~~:~~ 

XBL6710- 5'325 

Fig. 36. Test setup for measuring klystron frequency 
as a function of KLYSTRON CAVITY dial setting. 
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Table VIII. Klystron frequency vs klystron cavity dial setting. 

Klystron frequency a 

Dial setting (MHz) 

5400 1424.662 

5410 1427.169 

5420 1430.497 

5430 1433.115 

5440 1435.788 

5450 1438.423 

5460 1441.023 

5470 1443.633 

5480 1446.381 

5490 1448.961 

5500 1450.216 

a. Reflector voltage at 225 V, beam voltage at 325 V, and grid voltage at O. 

We then added the operational amplifier shown in Fig. 11. This re
duced the warmup time to about 10 min, at which time cavity stability be
comes the principal source of drift. 

C. Automatic Frequency Control 

1. Loop Gain Measurements 

We locked the klystron to the cavity as described in Section VII.B.3, 
changed the reflector power supply output 10 volts, and determined that the 
klystron frequency changed about 200 Hz. If we compare this frequency 
change with the open-loop value (measured 110 kHz/V), we find that the AFC 
reduced the influence of reflector voltage changes at the power supply by a 
factor of 5500. This correction factor, termed loop gain, is a useful figure 
in defining AFC performance. Loop gain is controlled by such factors as 
GAIN setting and cavity Q. It is a measure of the AFC 1 S ability to regulate 
out unwanted frequency changes, higher values generally resulting in better 
regulation. 

The AFC must sometimes regulate frequency changes that occur 
quite rapidly. In order to do so effectively, its speed of response must be 
faster than the change to be regulated. If this response is extended appreci
ably more than is necessary, noise perturbations can depreciate regulator 
performance. The effects of those perturbations can sometimes be reduced 
if the frequency response is lowered. For this reason, we include a selector 
switch (MODE/RESPONSE) that permits us to control the time constant. 
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Fig. 37. Klystron frequency drift vs warmup time, AFC 
on, and previous to adding operational amplifier. 
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The operational amplifier (see Fig. 11) extends the dynamic range 
over which lock is possible. Clarifying its output is ±10 V, five times that 
of the phase detector. Amplifier output sustains lock when the reflector 
power supply changes more than 20 V. 

D. Helmholtz Coils 

1. General· 

We designed the Helmholtz coils so that they can be driven by com
mercial audio-frequency power amplifiers. To do this, we made their ac 
resistance compatible with the impedance taps available at the amplifier out
put. This ac resistance is a function of frequency, higher frequencies in
creasing its value. We found that aluminum frames increase the resistance, 
and so we use epoxy coils instead. This construction permits us to drive 
more current through them when using an amplifier of a given power capability. 
We tune out the coil reactance with a series capacitor of the appropriate value. 

The 280 -Hz modulation induces eddy currents in the cavity that attenu
ate the axial field by a factor of 8. 10 This is in agreement with our measure
ments taken with a search coil (680000 cm2). 

2. Field Strength Measurements 

We excited one coil (46 cmradius) with the axial field power amplifier 
and a 10-jJ.F series capacitor. The resonant frequency measured 200 Hz. We 
adjusted the current for 1 A peak-to-peak through the coil, then measured 
the magnetic field strength with a search coil positioned at its center. We 
measured 16.5 V, P-p. across the search coil. Sensitivity of the latter is 
12 V /G at 280 Hz. Correcting for frequency, we find that the magnetic field 
strength is 1.92 G/ A. 

We repeated this measurement with one of the smaller coils, 40 cm 
radius. The resonant frequency measured 245 Hz, the search coil output 
was 20 V p-p. Solving for magnetic field strength, we find that it is 1.91 G/ A. 
These measurements indicate that a 1-A current produces essentially the 
same field strength in either coil, large or small. 

3. Inductance,Resistance, and QMeasurements 

a. 40 ern radius: 

1. Measured with General Radio Impedance Bridge, Type 
No. 1650 -A, and an external generator (HP- 200AB). 

Frequency L Q Q . 
meas meas theoret 

(Hz) (mH) 

1000 43 57 129 

500 43 46 65 

250 43 30 .32 
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2. The dc resistance measured 2.1 ohms on the GR impedance 
bridge. 

h. 46 cm radius: 

1. Measured with General Radio Impedance Bridge, Type No. 
1650-A, and an external generator (HP-200AB). 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

1000 

500 

250 

L Q 
meas 

(mH) 

65 

65 

65 

Q 
meas theoret 

60 152 

48 76 

31 38 

2. The dc resistance measured 2.7 ohms on the GR impedance 
bridge. 

3.· MUTUAL INDUCTANCE MEASUREMENTS 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

L1 = 64 mH, L2 = 60 mH, 

Series aiding, L = 136 mH, 
t 

Series opposing, L
t 

t!I 113 niH, 

Conclusion:M = 6 mI-i. 
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